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Abstract
This paper provides a review of high-efficiency thermodynamic cycles and their applicability to
concentrating solar power systems, primarily focusing on high-efficiency single and combined
cycles. Novel approaches to power generation proposed in the literature are also highlighted.
The review is followed by analyses of promising candidates, including regenerated He-Brayton,
regenerated CO2-Brayton, CO2 recompression Brayton, steam Rankine, and CO2-ORC combined
cycle. Steam Rankine is shown to offer higher thermal efficiencies at temperatures up to about
600 ˚C but requires a change in materials for components above this temperature. Above this
temperature, CO2 recompression Brayton cycles are shown to have very high thermal efficiency,
potentially even exceeding 60% at 30 MPa maximum pressure and above 1000 ˚C maximum
temperature with wet cooling. An estimate of a combined receiver and power cycle operating
temperature is provided for the cycles considered and compared to the traditional approach of
optimization based on the Carnot efficiency. It is shown that the traditional approach to
optimizing the receiver and turbine inlet temperatures based on Carnot is generally not sufficient,
leading to an optimum temperature shift of more than 100 ˚C from the Carnot case under various
conditions.
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1

Introduction

Among renewable energy approaches, concentrating solar power (CSP) holds significant
promise for adoption as a utility-scale solution in an environment of increasing energy demand,
limited fossil fuel resources, national incentives for renewable energy deployment, and growing
concerns over the environmental implications of the continued use of traditional fuel sources like
coal, gas, and nuclear fission material. CSP technology shares the clean energy portfolio
primarily with wind turbines, hydroelectric generators, and solar photovoltaics. Each technology
has specific advantages and may be particularly well-suited to one climate or application over
another, such as using photovoltaics in dry sunny areas or hydro power near a natural moving
water source. However, it is common for renewable energy sources to be intermittent, which
limits their penetration into utility markets as well as their reliability for on-demand operation.
CSP distinguishes itself by being dispatchable through the use of cost-effective thermal energy
storage, exhibits versatility in its output capability (heat, mechanical work, or electric power),
and enables integration with existing turbomachinery hardware.
While the benefit of an abundant renewable energy source through a solar-driven power cycle is
clear, there exists the unavoidable complication that direct solar radiation is only available during
the day, and even then is often interrupted by weather transients. Electric power loads are not
confined to daylight hours; thus, the instantaneous supply from an intermittent source may not
always meet the electricity demand. Thermal storage facilitates a power production shift from
available daytime hours to accommodate diurnal cycling and weather transients. CSP with
thermal energy storage is viewed as an enabling technology allowing greater market penetration
for all renewable energy technologies [1–3]. Thermal storage technologies have been developed
to allow for a range of storage times, from short transient buffers to longer-term nighttime
3

storage [4], with well-designed CSP plants demonstrating full 24-hour operation [5].
Historically, the development of CSP technology has required a balance between capital cost,
performance, and suitability for a particular application. While parabolic trough technologies are
the most mature, the relative capital cost of thermal storage in power tower construction has been
estimated to be about half that for parabolic trough construction (6% vs. 12%) [6]. Additionally,
power tower systems are capable of achieving higher temperatures and efficiencies due to
increased concentration ratios. As thermal storage is being identified as a significant
differentiator between CSP and other renewable technologies, high-efficiency tower systems are
gaining favor over the more mature trough technology, which is limited to lower solar fluxes and
temperatures. Use of molten salts as a sensible storage medium is the standard against which
current storage options are compared. However, many molten salts solidify at temperatures
above ambient, causing blockage and potential damage to the piping and heat exchangers. An
active area of CSP research involves fluid materials that can accommodate a broad range of
temperatures necessary for CSP plant receivers [7].
Despite the unique benefits of thermal storage, CSP has been viewed to be a relatively costly
renewable energy option. Techno-economic analyses have shown a significant potential for cost
reduction through efficiency improvement of the power block [8–10]. Due to the widespread use
of turbomachinery and heat engine technology, CSP is somewhat unique in the renewable energy
portfolio in that it stands to benefit from economies of scale and technological advances in the
larger coal, natural gas, and nuclear industries. While modern subcritical steam cycles (the most
common thermodynamic power cycle to date for CSP) may be limited to thermal efficiencies up
to approximately 42% [9], supercritical steam cycles have been developed with thermal
efficiencies exceeding 47% [11]. Combined cycles, which use the rejected heat from a high4

temperature cycle to drive a lower-temperature cycle to supplement the power output, typically
offers higher thermal efficiencies (potentially exceeding 60%) and have been used in traditional
power cycles for decades [12]. Such high-performance cycles have been shown or considered to
be adaptable to CSP systems [13–15], and represent an important step in reducing the levelized
cost of electricity and promoting CSP technology as a true competitor to traditional methods for
utility-scale power generation. Despite the demonstrated benefits to optimization of the power
block, solar receiver and optical concentrator design are very popular subsets of CSP research
and constitute a bulk of recent reviews [16–18].
This work reviews a variety of thermodynamic cycle configurations, including standalone,
combinatorial, and other novel cycles, which could be driven by existing concentrating solar
technologies to meet the U.S. Department of Energy’s SunShot Initiative target of >50% thermal
efficiency in an effort to reduce the cost of solar energy [19]. A thermodynamic analysis of a
select group of promising cycles is presented for varying temperatures, pressures, and parameters
including the use of wet- and dry-cooling technology in an effort to guide future work in the
pursuit of high-efficiency CSP.

2

Review of power cycles

The power block can be realized by a variety of different thermodynamic cycles, which may be
particularly suited to different applications and designs. A brief review of high-efficiency single
cycles, combined cycles, and novel cycle approaches is provided in this section, followed by
information on the effects of wet- and dry-cooling on the power block. This review provides a
basis for the comparative analysis that follows.
5

2.1

High-efficiency single cycles

Single cycles, i.e. a single Rankine or Brayton power cycle, represent the simplest thermal power
plant configurations, and are the baseline in identifying high-efficiency systems. A basic Rankine
cycle consists of four stages: compression of the liquid working fluid to high pressure, heating
and subsequent vaporization of the working fluid driven by a heat source, expansion to lower
pressure through a turbine to generate mechanical work, and cooling of the working fluid back to
the initial state. A Brayton cycle behaves similarly except that the working fluid remains in the
gas (or supercritical) phase throughout the cycle. Brayton cycles are able to operate at much
higher temperatures, therefore increasing the potential thermal efficiencies following the
maximum efficiency for a Carnot engine. Innovative receiver concepts have been proposed and
demonstrated which can heat gases to temperatures above 1000 °C [20,21]. However, the
compression stage of gas-Brayton cycles requires much more power, reducing the net work of
Brayton cycle engines.
Despite the existence of energy recovery devices such as feedwater heaters and regenerators, the
maximum gross thermal efficiencies of subcritical steam Rankine cycles, used in solar facilities
such as Solar One or SEGS typically run in the range of 37–42% [9,22]. Subcritical steam
Rankine cycles used for CSP parabolic trough have typically been limited to turbine inlet
temperatures of less than 400 °C due to limitations of the oil heat transfer fluid and relatively low
solar fluxes provided by the concentrating optics. Use of a molten salt working fluid or systems
generating steam directly (without the use of an intermediate heat transfer fluid) have been
explored, which can raise the turbine inlet temperature above 400 °C in trough systems [23,24].
6

Molten-salt power tower plants are limited to receiver outlet temperature of approximately 565600 °C and employ heat exchangers to produce superheated steam at 540 °C and 130 bar and
reheated steam at 538 °C and 28 bar [25]. The resulting gross thermal efficiencies are typically
42% with wet cooling.

Supercritical steam cycles have the potential to operate at higher

temperatures and pressures, increasing the thermal efficiency to above 45% [11,26,27].
Operating with steam in the supercritical regime allows for higher temperatures and fluid
behavior that shares the compressibility traits of a liquid while avoiding complications due to
multi-phase heat exchangers. However, concern has been expressed when steam temperatures
exceed 627 °C due to the limitations of standard ferritic steels; these higher temperatures are
expected to require the use of high-nickel alloys [27]. Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) have been
studied in-depth for their use in medium-temperature and waste heat recovery applications
[28,29], though they typically have efficiencies on the order of 10-20% and are most often used
as bottoming cycles when the exit stream from a high temperature cycle still possesses high
availability.
Higher efficiencies on the order of 50% are predicted for advanced, high-power, multiple-reheat,
helium Brayton cycles which could operate with a turbine inlet temperature from 750-850 °C
[26]. These temperatures are significantly higher than those used in subcritical steam Rankine
cycles but are achievable by current high-concentration solar tower technology. Helium
possesses good heat transfer characteristics which could be beneficial in the design of the solar
receiver. Angelino and Invernizzi [30] note that the closed helium cycle could be useful in
cogeneration applications, as the rejected heat is typically available at relatively high
temperatures.
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Another single cycle that has been shown to potentially offer high efficiencies is the supercritical
Brayton cycle, with special attention paid to carbon dioxide as the working fluid [31]. In the
supercritical region, fluids exhibit compressibility and heat transfer characteristics more like
liquids while still reaching high temperatures. This allows for reduced compressor work and
more efficient regenerative heat exchange [32]. Angelino found that single-heating supercritical
CO2 (s-CO2) cycles above 650 °C have a higher efficiency than reheat steam Rankine cycles
[33]. Dostal et al. showed a thermal efficiency of 46.07% for a s-CO2 Brayton cycle with turbine
inlet temperature of 550 °C, and 49.25% for a helium Brayton cycle with turbine inlet
temperature of 880 °C [34]. The volumetric flow rate for s-CO2 is much less than that for helium
(by approximately a factor of 5) leading to smaller turbomachinery requirements. Moisseytsev
and Sienicki examined a s-CO2 cycle for a lower-temperature nuclear-driven process which
operated between 31.25 °C/7.4 MPa and 470 °C/20.0 MPa with a thermal efficiency of 39.1%
[35]. An increase in thermal efficiency to 43.1% was found by reducing the minimum
temperature and pressure to 20 °C/5.75 MPa so that the cycle operated as a condensation cycle.
However, the low condensation temperature requires heat rejection to a relatively lowtemperature that may not be possible in environments where the ambient temperature is high.
Nevertheless, the s-CO2 Brayton cycle has been considered for use in CSP with initial studies of
transient behavior by a cyclic, solar-driven heat source recently being published by Iverson et al.
[31]. Garg et al. [36] concluded that by operating in the supercritical regime, the same thermal
efficiency can be achieved with a lower maximum temperature, suggesting the potential for cost
savings or further performance increases. Ma and Turchi suggested a modular tower design to
capitalize on small s-CO2 turbomachinery and place the entire power block on the tower (with
multiple neighboring towers and fields) rather than pipe high-pressure fluid between them or
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introduce complications of a single large tower [37]. Not restricted to high-temperature use,
Singh et al. [38] have also studied the use of s-CO2 in parabolic trough concentrators. It must
also be noted that the region around the CO2 critical point is marked by rapid fluctuations in
thermodynamic properties which may present a challenge in the design and operation of
turbomachinery, particularly for a transient heat source like concentrated solar energy.
Furthermore, pressure losses in the piping of s-CO2 systems have been found to have a more
significant effect on thermal efficiency than for a steam cycle [39]. The combination of very high
temperatures and penalties due to off-design operation may limit the applicability of s-CO2 to
CSP systems with stabilizing thermal storage.

2.2

Combined cycles

A combined cycle utilizes multiple thermodynamic cycles: one primary high-temperature cycle
(topping cycle) and one or more lower-temperature cycles (bottoming cycles) driven by the heat
rejected from the higher-temperature cycle. While significant steps have been made towards
high-efficiency single cycles, it has been widely-believed that operation above the 50% thermal
efficiency mark (demonstrated in combined cycles since the late 1980s [12,20]) may require the
implementation of binary or combined cycles [40–42], though it has been suggested that
advanced s-CO2 and helium Brayton cycles could potentially reach into the 50% range.
Furthermore, combined cycles have been shown to be techno-economically effective, despite
increased capital costs [15,43]. Brayton-topped, combined cycles allow for optimum use of
highly concentrated solar energy where the ideal operating temperature is beyond what can be
used in sub-critical Rankine cycles [44].
9

A common combined cycle configurations consists of a topping Brayton cycle with a bottoming
ORC for waste heat recovery [13,45,46]. A study of air-ORC combined cycles showed 50%
thermal efficiency was possible for gas turbine inlet temperatures above 1027 °C, with the best
combination at this temperature being air-toluene with an efficiency of 53.75% [45]. The peak
temperature of toluene in the bottoming cycle was found to be 297 °C at the turbine inlet. A
high-temperature combined cycle based on a closed-loop CO2 Brayton cycle and driven by
concentrated solar radiation was examined and found to produce a thermal efficiency of 47.51%
for a turbine inlet temperature of 827°C when combined with an isopentane bottoming cycle
[13]. A variety of working fluids proposed for use in low-temperature or bottoming cycles were
compared by Chen et al. [28]. It was determined that the critical temperature and classification as
a “dry” or “wet” fluid (defined by the slope of the saturated vapor curve on the T-s diagram)
were significant in determining the fluid’s suitability for a given application. Further, dry fluids
actually perform better when not superheated at the turbine inlet, which can reduce the need for
additional heating sections.
Johnson examined power cycle performance with a nuclear source and concluded that a single
CO2 or cascaded (multiple) s-CO2 cycle had benefits over a combined helium Brayton and
supercritical steam Rankine in terms of performance and turbomachinery size, although the sCO2 technology is the least mature and may not be available for near-term application [47]. For a
topping cycle turbine inlet temperature of 850 °C, Johnson calculated the net thermal efficiency
to be 49.8% for a cascaded s-CO2 configuration.
Alkali metals have been proposed for high-temperature topping cycles in a Rankine-Rankine
combined cycle configuration [30]. This system provides good temperature-matching with a
bottoming steam cycle and high heat transfer coefficients because of the liquid metal phase
10

change in the condenser. Thermal efficiencies of an alkali metal Rankine topping cycle and
steam Rankine bottoming cycle have been shown to reach 56% for 1000 °C maximum working
fluid temperature, with the potential to reach 60%. However, turbomachinery for the metal vapor
cycles is estimated to be large, with a 50 MW turbine tip diameter of about 3.9 m for potassium
and 2.8 m for rubidium [30].

2.3

Novel cycles

Novel thermodynamic cycles not typically used in the power cycle market have also been
explored for CSP, though primarily still planned for use in combined cycles. A classic fringe
cycle is the water-ammonia power cycle popularized by Kalina [48]. This cycle utilizes an
adjustable mixture of two fluids with different boiling points to fit the fluid thermodynamics to
the heat source, allowing for higher thermal efficiencies. This type of cycle has been proposed
for the bottoming side of a combined cycle with a working fluid property tuned to the topping
cycle heat rejection [8,49,50]. However, experimental studies and simulations have shown
performance benefits of only around 3% in using a Kalina bottoming cycle compared with an
ORC, while requiring more complex equipment [28].
Kribus proposed a system involving a triple “cycle” for solar energy conversion that is much like
a typical combined cycle but with an additional energy conversion above the topping cycle.
Feeding the topping cycle is the waste heat from a magneto-hydro-dynamic (MHD) cycle, which
uses extremely hot ionized air heated to approximately 2000 °C to directly induce an electric
current using magnets [51]. Very high efficiencies are possible in this configuration, theoretically
approaching 70%. However, concentration ratios of approximately 10,000 suns are also needed,
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requiring a power tower system with a complex and high-precision secondary concentrator, as
well as very high-temperature receiver materials.
Organic Flash Cycles (OFC) for CSP have also been suggested for power generation with a
medium-temperature heat source [52]. The OFC uses organic fluids, similar to the ORC, for the
inherent advantages of a dry fluid as well as increased turbomachinery performance from the
higher molecular weight/complexity when compared with water. In an OFC all of the heat is
provided in the liquid phase, and the saturated liquid is throttled to a saturated vapor state at
lower pressure. The vapor is then passed through a turbine to generate power. This approach
reduces

heating

irreversibilities

due

to

the

temperature

profile

mismatch

during

isothermal/isobaric phase change, allowing for closer matching of the source and sink
temperature profiles as in a single-phase heat exchanger. The OFC was shown to have a higher
utilization efficiency (work output over supply heat availability) than basic ammonia-water
Rankine and transcritical CO2 cycles, favoring its use as a bottoming cycle.

2.4

Water use

Often, the most available solar resource for CSP technology is present in desert regions with
little available fresh water for cooling. For this reason, it is beneficial to make use of dry-cooling
methods for thermal power cycles. Wet-cooled CSP installations can require significant
quantities of water for operation; approximately 760-920 gal/MWh for trough systems and 750
gal/MWh for tower systems [53]. While dry-cooling technologies can reduce water use by more
than 90% [54,55], the technology currently costs about 3.3 times more than water cooling
equipment and contributes to increased electricity costs [14,56]. The effects of dry-cooling
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compared to water cooling are estimated to reduce the annual energy production by 4-9% and
annual solar-to-electric conversion efficiency by 0.5–0.7% for trough systems [57]. Ambient
temperature variations can dramatically affect the efficiency of dry-cooling methods, and have
been found to have a significant effect on off-design operation of combined-cycle plants [58].
Experiments in the Southwest United States with hybrid wet and dry cooling systems have
shown promising results, with 50% water usage of a wet cooling system maintaining 99% of the
performance of a full wet-cooled facility, and 10% water usage maintaining 97% energy
performance [53]. Power tower plants currently being built in the US (392 MWe Ivanpah Solar
Electric Generating Station using direct steam and 110 MWe SolarReserve Crescent Dunes using
molten salt) are being built to utilize dry-cooling to reduce water consumption. While it is true
that the initial capital cost of wet cooling equipment is lower than that of dry cooling equipment,
it is worth considering the continuing cost of water, particularly in regions like the Southwest
United States where demand is already overwhelming supply from many regional aquifers.
Holbert and Haverkamp suggested that the overall cost of dry cooling technology to be lower
than that of wet cooling after 20 years of operation [54].

3

High efficiency cycles for solar

In addition to providing an overview of high-performance cycle studies, this work is intended to
present analyses for a select group of thermodynamic power cycles which have the potential to
reach thermal efficiencies near the 50% target set by the Department of Energy and the Sunshot
Initiative. The present study is focused on the analysis of regenerative Brayton, recompression
Brayton, steam Rankine, and combined Brayton-ORC thermodynamic cycles. These cycles are
13

chosen due to their demonstrated or suggested high thermal efficiencies as well as the current use
or development of the required turbomachinery. The cycles analyzed represent standard
configurations for each type. The software package Engineering Equation Solver (EES) [59] and
its library of equations of state is utilized to provide the working fluids’ thermophysical
properties. It is assumed that the wet- and dry-bulb temperatures utilized by Kolb [60] (22 and 43
˚C, respectively) are representative of conservative ambient temperatures for wet- and drycooling methods near Barstow, CA. Assuming a 10 ˚C pinch point temperature difference in the
ambient heat exchangers, conditions are modeled for wet- and dry-cooling of the cycles. The
conditions of analysis for each cycle are described below. For all cycles, the thermal efficiency is
calculated as the ratio of net work output to heat input at the receiver.

3.1

Regenerative Brayton cycle

The first cycle considered is the closed regenerative Brayton cycle with one stage of
intercooling. A component schematic of the cycle is presented in Fig. 1. A fluid at the minimum
system temperature enters the first-stage compressor at state (1) and is compressed to higher
pressure and temperature at state (2). A heat exchanger (HEX) removes heat from the fluid
before it enters the second-stage compressor at state (3). This process is known as intercooling,
and serves two primary purposes: it reduces the total work required for compression and reduces
the compressed fluid outlet temperature which allows for more substantial regeneration. The
compressed gas then enters the cold side of the regenerator at state (4) where it is preheated
before entering the receiver at state (5). Now at its highest temperature, the compressed gas
enters the turbine at state (6) where it is expanded to low pressure. At state (7), the hot turbine
14

outlet stream enters the hot side of the regenerator, preheating the cold-side fluid. Finally, the gas
enters a heat exchanger at state (8) through which it is returned to the minimum cycle
temperature.

Fig. 1. Component schematic of regenerative Brayton cycle.

The compression ratio of each compressor in a two-stage intercooled process with known
minimum and maximum pressures and a constant (i.e. not fractional) pressure drop in the
intercooler can be derived as:

pR,stage 

ploss,HEX 

p

loss,HEX



2

 4 pmin pmax

2 pmin

The effectiveness of the regenerator is calculated using the state enthalpies [61]:
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(1)

 regen 

h5  h4
h7  hT4 , p7 

(2)

The term hT , p  is commonly assumed to be the same as h4 for gas turbine analysis [62]. This is
4

7

an acceptable approximation for fluids behaving like ideal gases, such as for air and helium
turbines at reasonable pressures, because the enthalpy of an ideal gas is dependent only on
temperature. However, for cycles operating near a fluid’s critical point, such as high-pressure
carbon dioxide cycles, the definition in Eq. (2) must be used or non-physical consequences may
result, including violation of the second law of thermodynamics at the outlets of the regenerator.
The assumptions used for analysis of the regenerative Brayton cycle are outlined in Table 1.

Table 1. Regenerated Brayton cycle simulation parameters.
Cycle Parameter
ηcompressor
ηturbine
εregen
ηshaft
ploss,receiver
ploss,HEX (MPa)
T1 (˚C)
T6 (˚C)
p4 (MPa)

Value (He)
85.9%
93%
95.6%
98%
5%
0.05
32 (wet-cooled)
53 (dry-cooled)
500-1100
10-30

Value (CO2)
80%
90%
85%
same
same
same
same

Reference
[13,45]
[13,45]
[13,45]
[45]
[49]
assumed
[58]

same
same

assumed
assumed

The cycle is analyzed by selecting an outlet pressure (10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 MPa) and maximum
temperature (500-1100 ˚C) and determining the pressure p1 which provides the highest cycle
thermal efficiency. The working fluids considered for operation are helium and CO2.
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3.2

Recompression Brayton cycle

In the recompression Brayton cycle, a fraction (typically in the range of 10-40%) of the hot
stream is returned to the minimum cycle temperature while the remaining flow bypasses the
cooler and is recompressed from the higher temperature. Research of the recompression cycle
has primarily been dedicated to supercritical CO2 [61]. Operating the compressor near the critical
point reduces the work required for gas compression. This is due to the unique thermodynamic
properties as the fluid transitions to supercritical state. A component schematic of the cycle is
presented in Fig. 2. The assumptions used for analysis of the regenerative Brayton cycle are
outlined in Table 2.

Fig. 2. Component schematic of recompression Brayton cycle.
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Table 2. Recompression CO2 Brayton cycle simulation parameters.
Cycle Parameter
ηcompressor
ηturbine
εregen,LT
εregen,HT
ηshaft
T5 (˚C)
T1 (˚C)
p2 (MPa)
ploss,receiver
ploss,HEX (MPa)

3.3

Value
89%
90%
88%
97.6%
98%
500-1100
32 (wet-cooled)
53 (dry-cooled)
10-30
5%
0.05

Reference
calculated from [59]
calculated from [59]
calculated from [59]
calculated from [59]
[59]
assumed
[58]
assumed
[49]
assumed

Combined Brayton-Rankine cycle

The third major cycle configuration considered is the combined Brayton-Rankine cycle. The
combined cycle makes use of the rejected heat from a regenerative Brayton cycle to drive a lowtemperature ORC. A component schematic of the cycle is presented in Fig. 3.

18

Fig. 3. Component schematic of combined Brayton-Rankine cycle.

The topping cycle in this system is a CO2 regenerated Brayton cycle without intercooling. The
reason for neglecting an intercooling option is that the availability of the inlet stream to the heat
exchanger at state (6) would be reduced, mitigating the benefits of the bottoming cycle. Analysis
for a single maximum topping cycle pressure of 20 MPa is presented due to the introduction of
an additional degree of freedom from the ORC fluid selection, and for each temperature T4, the
pressure ratio for maximum topping cycle thermal efficiency is used. Then the conditions for the
bottoming cycle are found by maximizing the combined cycle thermal efficiency as a function of
T7 and p9. The maximum pressure of the ORC is limited to 2 MPa, according to the typical
literature criterion for minimizing required safety measures and material expenses in ORCs [29].
The combined thermal efficiency of the cycles is calculated as:
19

combined 

Wnet,top  Wnet,bottom
Qin,top

(3)

Since the flow rates of the two cycles will vary with respect to each other, it is necessary to
assume a power input to the topping cycle, taken to be 100 MW t. This assumption is in line with
a typical power tower plant size but is used here primarily to fix the mass flow rates. Heat
exchange between the top and bottom cycles is governed by the following energy balance:
mtop  h6  h7   mbottom  h10  h9 

(4)

For each iteration, the heat exchange length is discretized into 100 segments and the temperature
difference is checked. A minimum pinch-point temperature difference of 10 ˚C is enforced in the
solution procedure. The organic fluid is assumed to be in the saturated vapor state at the turbine
inlet; Hung, et al. [63] noted that efficiency of an ORC with dry working fluid decreases with
increasing turbine inlet temperature under superheat. Three organic fluids are examined in the
bottoming cycle: R-245fa, isopentane, and n-Hexane. Steam Rankine is not considered for a
bottoming cycle as the heat delivery is at temperatures below 370 ˚C suggesting that an ORC
implementation will offer higher efficiency [63]. The assumptions used for analysis of the
combined Brayton-Rankine cycle are outlined in Table 3.
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Table 3. Combined Brayton-Rankine cycle simulation parameters.
Cycle Parameter
ηcompressor
ηpump
ηturbine,top
ηturbine,bottom
εregen
ηshaft
ploss,receiver
ploss,HEX (MPa)
T4 (˚C)
T1 (˚C)
T8 (˚C)
p2 (MPa)

3.4

Value
80%
80%
90%
87%
85%
98%
5%
0.05
500-1100
32 (wet-cooled)
53 (dry-cooled)
32 (wet-cooled)
53 (dry-cooled)
20

Reference
[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]
[13]
[49]
assumed
assumed
[58]
[58]
assumed

Steam Rankine cycle

Finally, a steam Rankine cycle is considered. A component schematic of the cycle is presented in
Fig. 4. For each temperature and pressure combination, the feedwater pressure is varied to
optimize the flow split for the highest thermal efficiency. Modern supercritical steam plants are
significantly more complex in reality than the system modeled here. Nevertheless, the results
provide reasonable agreement with much more complex analyses and serve as a relative measure
for comparison with the other cycles considered here. The present analysis covers a range from
subcritical to transcritical operation. As the critical temperature and pressure of steam is 374.15
˚C and 22.1 MPa, respectively, the steam cycle presented in this analysis reaches a supercritical
state for 25 MPa and 30 MPa pressures. The assumptions used for analysis of the steam Rankine
cycle are outlined in Table 4.
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Fig. 4. Component schematic of steam Rankine cycle.

Table 4. Steam Rankine cycle simulation parameters.
Cycle Parameter
ηpump,HP
ηpump,LP
ηturbine,HP
ηturbine,LP
ploss,receiver (%)
ploss,HEX (%)
T1 (˚C)
T5 (˚C)
p5 (MPa)
p8 (MPa)

Value
85%
85%
88%
91.7%
5
5
500-1100
32 (wet-cooled)
53 (dry-cooled)
0.00476 (wet-cooled)
0.01431 (dry-cooled)
10-30

22

Reference
assumed
assumed
calculated from [45]
calculated from [45]
assumed
assumed
assumed
[58]
T5 saturation pressure
assumed

4

Cycle thermal efficiency results

The first cycle analyzed is the regenerated He-Brayton cycle. The calculated thermal efficiency
as a function of maximum temperature for a range of maximum pressures under wet-cooling
conditions is plotted in Fig. 5a. It is readily seen that as long as the minimum pressure is free to
vary, the maximum pressure has relatively minimal impact on the thermal efficiency under these
operating conditions, rising from 55.0% at a maximum pressure of 10 MPa to only 55.7% at 30
MPa for a maximum temperature of 1100 ˚C. The maximum temperature has a significant
impact on the system, causing the cycle thermal efficiency to rise from 29.3% at 500 ˚C to 55.7%
at 1100 ˚C and 30 MPa maximum pressure. This suggests that lower system pressures may be
used with relatively minimal effects on performance, providing fewer constraints on thermal
optimization of the solar receiver.
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Fig. 5. Thermal efficiency of the regenerated He-Brayton cycle as a function of maximum temperature for
different maximum pressures under (a) wet-cooling and (b) dry-cooling conditions.

The regenerated He-Brayton system is also analyzed under dry-cooling conditions, as plotted in
Fig. 5b. Again the relative importance of maximum temperature vs. maximum pressure is readily
seen. The effects of dry cooling are more significant in systems running at lower maximum
temperature; the thermal efficiency decreases from 29.3% to 25.2% at 30 MPa / 500 ˚C vs. a
drop from 55.7% to 53.4% at 30 MPa / 1100 ˚C. This represents a relative drop of 14.0% at 500
˚C system temperature compared to 4.1% at 1100 ˚C system temperature. A thermal efficiency of
50% is realized at 30 MPa operation and maximum cycle temperatures of approximately 900 ˚C
for wet-cooling and 1000 ˚C for dry-cooling.
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Fig. 6. Thermal efficiency of the regenerated CO2-Brayton cycle as a function of maximum temperature for
different maximum pressures under (a) wet-cooling and (b) dry-cooling conditions.

The performance of the regenerated CO2-Brayton under wet-cooling conditions is plotted in Fig.
6a and illustrates interesting behavior; specifically, the efficiency lines diverge for lower
maximum temperatures and higher maximum pressures. This is due to the fact that under
specific conditions, the optimum pressure ratio for maximum efficiency sets the minimum
pressure to be above the critical point, which results in reduced compressor work. In Fig. 6a, the
flatter curve segments represent the regions where the fluid is in the supercritical state at the
compressor inlet. Beyond a certain temperature, the benefits seen by maintaining the fluid in a
supercritical state at the compressor inlet are lost and the optimum condition falls to the
subcritical range. Supercritical operation provides significantly higher efficiency at the lower end
of the temperature range analyzed here, however it is known that it can be difficult to maintain
steady conditions for CO2 in the vicinity of the critical point where these advantages are
observed.
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The analysis results for the regenerated CO2 Brayton system under dry-cooling conditions are
provided in Fig. 6b. The transition from supercritical to subcritical conditions at the compressor
inlet is apparent in the 30 MPa case. However, the effects span a smaller range of temperatures
with dry-cooling than for wet-cooling. Since CO2 behaves less like an ideal gas than He under
most conditions, it is not surprising that the efficiency is more significantly-impacted by
pressure. While a change from 30 MPa to 10 MPa for the 1100 ˚C case causes only a 1.5%
performance drop for the He-Brayton cycle, the CO2-Brayton cycle sees a 4.5% drop. This
suggests that more careful consideration of pressure may be required during design of the solar
receiver for CO2 systems than He systems. The effects of dry-cooling reduce the thermal
efficiency from 36.8% to 27.9% (24.2% relative drop) in the 30 MPa / 500 ˚C system, and from
46.7% to 44.6% (4.5% relative drop) in the 30 MPa / 1100 ˚C system. The high-temperature
CO2-Brayton cycle shows more resilience to the effects of dry-cooling than does the He-Brayton
cycle, though the thermal efficiencies are lower. Thermal efficiencies of 50% are not seen for
any considered configuration of the regenerated CO2 Brayton cycle in this temperature range
with the present assumptions.
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Fig. 7. Thermal efficiency of the CO2 recompression Brayton cycle as a function of maximum temperature for
different maximum pressures under (a) wet-cooling and (b) dry-cooling conditions.

Performance results for the CO2 recompression Brayton cycle under wet-cooling conditions are
given in Fig. 7a. The recompression cycle shows the potential for very high thermal efficiencies,
particularly at high temperatures and pressures. A significant difference is seen in the curves for
10, 15, and 20 MPa maximum pressure. This can be attributed to the fact that for the 10 and 15
MPa systems, very few of the compressor inlet conditions are in the supercritical state. For 20
MPa, the compressor inlet condition is supercritical until a temperature of 1000 ˚C. The
compressor inlet condition is supercritical for the entire temperature range for the 25 and 30 MPa
maximum pressure systems.
The recompression cycle also exhibits high thermal efficiency under dry-cooling conditions and
decreases from 62.1% to just 57.7% (relative drop of 7.1%) at 1100 ˚C / 30 MPa. The lowtemperature end of the range sees a drop from 42.4% to 37.8% (relative drop of 10.8%). The
performance at 500 ˚C is significantly higher in the recompression cycle than seen in either of
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the regenerative Brayton cycles. At 30 MPa, 50% thermal efficiency is reached with a maximum
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Fig. 8. Thermal efficiency of the combined Brayton-ORC system as a function of maximum temperature for
20 MPa maximum topping cycle pressure under (a) wet-cooling and (b) dry-cooling conditions.

The combined cycle analysis is presented in Fig. 8a for wet-cooling conditions. The combined
cycles are compared with a standalone CO2 Brayton cycle in the topping cycle configuration
shown in Fig. 3. The range of temperatures shown is 500-1100 ˚C. It is noted that for Tmax = 500
˚C the temperature of heat supplied to the bottoming cycle was not sufficient to maintain a
minimum 10 ˚C pinch point temperature difference when using n-Hexane, therefore the
performance is assumed to be the same as the single CO2 cycle. In all cases the maximum system
pressure of the CO2 topping cycle is 20 MPa. The combined cycle approach offers a clear
advantage to the standalone CO2 Brayton cycle, as the typically-rejected heat is utilized. Pairings
with R245fa and Isopentane are superior to n-Hexane, though neither is consistently the top
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performer. This was also observed in the analysis by Chacartegui et al. [13]. Efficiency
performance is high for the R245fa and Isopentane pairings beyond 700 ˚C, though 50% thermal
efficiency is not achieved until approximately 1000 ˚C with Isopentane and 1100 ˚C with
R245fa. The reader may notice that for each working fluid there is a temperature at which the
efficiency levels off more rapidly. This is due to the fact that the optimum maximum pressure of
the bottoming cycle passes the imposed 2.0 MPa limit, and therefore the overall efficiency is
restricted slightly.
Combined cycle performance under dry-cooling conditions is shown in Fig. 8b. With drycooling, 50% thermal efficiency is not reached for any of the pairings up to 1100 ˚C. The upper
limit of 2 MPa plays a role in the crossing of the efficiency curves. Particularly for R245fa, the
peak efficiency occurs at a maximum pressure beyond 2 MPa, beginning at 600 ˚C for both wetand dry-cooling. By contrast, the optimal maximum pressure for Isopentane is below 2 MPa until
800 ˚C with wet-cooling and until 700 ˚C with dry-cooling. The optimal maximum pressure for
n-Hexane does not hit 2 MPa until 900 ˚C for wet-cooling and 800 ˚C for dry-cooling. It
therefore takes longer for Isopentane and n-Hexane systems to become limited by the maximum
pressure, though R245fa shows more favorable thermodynamic performance at the lower
temperatures and is the strongest performer in this region.
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Fig. 9. Thermal efficiency of the steam Rankine cycle as a function of maximum temperature for different
maximum pressures under (a) wet-cooling and (b) dry-cooling conditions.

Finally, the steam Rankine cycle with reheat and open feedwater system is considered. The
thermal efficiency vs. maximum temperature is plotted in Fig. 9a for wet-cooling. The steam
Rankine cycle shows favorable performance, particularly at lower maximum temperatures. The
30 MPa system can quickly reach 50% thermal efficiency, at 750 ˚C for wet-cooling. However,
as mentioned previously, current state of the art for steam turbine systems limits temperatures to
a maximum of 627 ˚C due to material considerations. At 30 MPa, this corresponds to an
efficiency of approximately 47.5%.
The performance of the steam Rankine system with dry-cooling is illustrated in Fig. 9b. Dry
cooling increases the temperature required for 50% thermal efficiency to just under 900 ˚C at 30
MPa. The efficiency at 627 ˚C falls to 45.1%.
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Combined receiver and cycle thermal efficiency

The thermal efficiency of the different configurations is compared directly as a function of
maximum temperature for wet-cooling in Fig. 10a; a maximum pressure of 20 MPa is assumed
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for all cases in this figure, and the Carnot efficiency is plotted for reference.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of cycle performance at 20 MPa maximum pressure under (a) wet-cooling and (b) drycooling conditions.

The steam Rankine and CO2 recompression Brayton cycles give the maximum efficiency across
the range of temperatures examined, with steam Rankine taking a slight advantage at the low
temperature end and CO2 recompression eclipsing it after about 600 ˚C. This suggests that
applications providing temperatures up to 600 ˚C may be best suited to the steam Rankine
configuration, while higher efficiencies can be achieved with a CO2 recompression cycle at
higher temperatures. This is somewhat convenient due to the material constraints of steam
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systems as mentioned previously. Steam Rankine is seen to outperform the He-Brayton until the
turbine inlet temperature exceeds approximately 1050 ˚C. It is noted, however, that much
research is needed in order to advance steam cycles to these temperatures. Therefore beyond 600
˚C, the most favorable alternative thermodynamic cycle would be the CO2 recompression
Brayton followed by the He-Brayton system. Performance characteristics with dry-cooling are
illustrated in Fig. 10b. Dry-cooling moves the range of steam Rankine’s superiority closer to 700
˚C. However, the 50% thermal efficiency is most likely to be achieved by the CO2 recompression
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Fig. 11. Comparison of cycle performance at 30 MPa maximum pressure under (a) wet-cooling and (b) drycooling conditions.

Systems with a maximum pressure of 30 MPa are compared in Fig. 11a and b for wet- and drycooling, respectively. At this higher maximum pressure, the CO2 recompression Brayton cycle
overtakes the steam Rankine cycle as the most efficient at an earlier temperature. There is an
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interesting and obvious jump in the efficiency curve at 936 ˚C for the CO2-Isopentane combined
cycle. This is caused by the fact that the conditions for the topping cycle were optimized before
integration with the bottoming cycle. This leads to an effect similar to the regular CO2-Brayton
in Fig. 6, where part of the maximum temperature range falls in the subcritical range while the
rest is entirely supercritical. For supercritical conditions, the heat supplied to the bottoming cycle
is at a lower temperature, which limits the potential heat transfer and total thermal efficiency.
The design of CSP systems is a complex process involving several interdependent components,
including optics, solar receiver, and power block. A useful comparison includes analyzing the
optimum operating temperature based on receiver and heat engine efficiencies. This has been
done [64,65] by maximizing the product of the Carnot efficiency and the blackbody receiver
efficiency for a given concentration ratio:

system  Carnotreceiver

 T
 1  ambient
 Treceiver

   Treceiver 
 1 
CI DNI


4






(5)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, C is the solar concentration ratio, and IDNI is the
nominal solar flux. This relation provides an optimum receiver temperature for maximizing the
system efficiency. However, use of the Carnot efficiency is unrealistic, as it represents an ideal
case. In reality, the profile of thermal efficiency vs. operating temperature will depend on a
complex relationship between the working fluid, cycle type, and specific component
characteristics. Further, analysis of the receiver efficiency should include realistic terms such as
absorptivity, emissivity, convection losses, and collector field efficiency. In order to determine
the optimum operating temperature and address the deficiencies in the approach following Eq.
(5), the Carnot efficiency is replaced with the individual cycle efficiency and the receiver
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efficiency based on that presented by Ho and Iverson in [18]. In this way the radiative absorption
and emission behavior of the receiver is included, giving a relation for the system efficiency as:

system

4

 receiver Treceiver   hconvection Treceiver  Tambient  
 th   receiver 




CI
field
DNI



(6)

It is assumed that the working fluid reaches the same temperature as the receiver. System
efficiency calculated using Eq. (6) is compared for different cycle assumptions in Fig. 12a and b,
for wet- and dry-cooling, respectively. Baseline values given in [18] are used for the receiver
efficiency calculation and outlined in Table 5. Clearly this approach assumes a steady state
condition. Methodologies exist for estimating time-variant solar irradiation which could be
implemented into a more complex modeling scheme [66].

Table 5. Baseline parameter values used to calculate receiver efficiency in Eq. (6).
Parameter
α
εreceiver
hconvection
Tamb
ηfield
C
IDNI

Value
0.95
0.88
10 W/m2-K
22 ˚C
0.6
900
800 W/m2
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Fig. 12. System efficiency calculated from Eq. (6) for different cycles assuming 30 MPa maximum pressure
for (a) wet-cooling and (b) dry-cooling conditions, and receiver parameters outlined in Table 5.

Table 6. Summary of maximum system efficiency and optimum temperature for each cycle at 30 MPa
maximum pressure under wet- and dry-cooling conditions.
Wet-cooling
Topt
ηsystem,max
ΔTrel*
Cycle
(˚C)
(-)
(˚C)
Carnot
668
0.580
0
He-Brayton
824
0.359
+156
CO2-Brayton
620
0.337
-48
CO2 Recompression
746
0.429
+78
CO2/Isopentane
936
0.331
+268
Steam
644
0.409
-24
*ΔTrel is the temperature shift in peak system efficiency relative to Carnot

Topt
(˚C)
685
844
814
766
781
659

Dry-cooling
ηsystem,max
(-)
0.561
0.338
0.288
0.391
0.334
0.388

ΔTrel*
(˚C)
0
+159
+129
+81
+96
-26

While all cycles considered do attain a maximum efficiency at some temperature due to the
influence of the T4 term in the receiver efficiency relation, the temperature at which this
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maximum occurs is not consistent between the different cycles. As seen in Fig. 12, the highest
system efficiency is expected to be a steam Rankine cycle in combination with a CSP plant
receiver for temperatures up to approximately 575 ˚C and nearly 700 ˚C for wet- and drycooling, respectively. This crossover corresponds with the crossover observed in thermal
efficiency shown in Fig. 11. Beyond these temperatures the most efficient combined cycle and
receiver system is the CO2 recompression cycle. The benefit of using the CO2 recompression
cycle over a steam Rankine cycle in a CSP system appears to be less when operating with drycooling. However, the peak system efficiency for the CO2 recompression cycle occurs at 746 ˚C
and 766 ˚C for wet- and dry-cooling, with the receiver behavior dominating performance above
these temperatures. The maximum system efficiency should be noted for development of CSP
plants with the understanding that additional increases in temperature that bring about
improvement in the cycle thermal efficiency may result in decreased system performance. For
this reason, if temperatures above the observed system efficiency peak for a given cycle are to be
pursued, improvements in the receiver performance should be the focus of system optimization.
The addition of thermal storage enables this possibility in that it decouples the solar collection
from the dispatch of electricity resulting in receiver optimization independent of the
thermodynamic working fluid.
In the case of the combined CO2/Isopentane cycle, the shift is as much as 268 ˚C for wet cooling,
though this peak is present at the discontinuity due to the transition of the topping cycle to
supercritical operation and would likely shift to a lower temperature if conditions were optimized
for best combined thermal efficiency. Such a difference in optimum temperature can have a
significant impact on the design of the solar receiver, as well as the optical field providing the
concentrated flux. In particular, attention to this impact is essential when dealing with sensitive
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thermodynamic conditions such as the near-supercritical regime for CO2. The effects of
transition to and from supercritical state has a sudden and dramatic impact on the overall system
efficiency, which a simple Carnot relation is, by its nature, unable to predict.

6

Conclusions

A review of high-efficiency thermodynamic cycles and their applicability to CSP systems has
been presented, followed by analyses of promising candidates, including regenerated HeBrayton, regenerated CO2-Brayton, CO2 recompression Brayton, steam Rankine, and CO2-ORC
combined cycle. It is determined that steam Rankine systems may offer higher thermal
efficiencies up to current material limits for steam components: about 600 ˚C. Beyond
approximately this temperature, a CO2 recompression Brayton cycle is shown to offer very high
thermal efficiency, potentially even exceeding 60% at 30 MPa and above 1000 ˚C with wet
cooling. It has also been shown that the specific nature of the thermodynamic cycle configuration
must be taken account when determining the maximum receiver operating temperature and that
the Carnot assumption is not sufficient, leading to an optimum temperature shift of more than
100 ˚C from the case of Carnot under various conditions. The efficiency of the thermodynamic
power block has previously been identified as an area with significant cost-savings potential in
CSP systems. With the unique potential for energy storage among renewable resources, CSP
stands to gain a significant advantage in the alternative energy portfolio if such high conversion
efficiencies can be attained.
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Nomenclature
C
h
hconvection
HEX
IDNI
m
p
Q
T
W

solar concentration ratio
enthalpy, kJ/kg
convection heat transfer coefficient, W/m2K
heat exchanger
nominal direct solar flux, W/m2
mass flow rate, kg/s
pressure, MPa
heat rate, W
temperature, ˚C
power, W

Greek
αreceiver
ΔTrel
εreceiver
εregen
η
σ

radiative absorptivity
temperature shift in peak system efficiency relative to Carnot, ˚C
radiative emissivity
regenerator effectiveness
efficiency
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.670x10-8 W/m2K4

Subscripts
38

(T, p)
ambient
bottom
Carnot
combined
compressor
field
HP
HT
in
loss
LP
LT
max
min
net
opt
pump
R
receiver
shaft
stage
system
th
top
turbine

9

at temperature T and pressure p
at ambient conditions
related to the bottoming cycle of a combined configuration
predicted by Carnot
related to the entire combined cycle
related to the gas compressor
related to the heliostat field
high-pressure
high-temperature
inlet quantity
drop
low-pressure
low-temperature
maximum
minimum
out minus in
optimum
related to the liquid pump
ratio
related to the solar receiver
related to the turbine-compressor shaft
related to one stage, e.g. for intercooled compression
related to the heat engine and solar receiver
thermal
related to the topping cycle of a combined configuration
related to the heat engine turbine
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